
Five Stanzas on the Love Between Means and Prajñā (Maitrīpa) 
 
Were it not for the adorable bridegroom 
of appearance as mere dependent origination, 
The impassioned bride of emptiness   
would be no better than dead    
 
Emptiness is the most lovely bride, 
a ravishing beauty beyond compare 
If he ever became separated from her, 
that handsome bridegroom would be crushed 
 
Therefore, trembling with anxiety, 
bride and bridegroom approach the guru 
Through their inborn pleasure, 
he turns it into connate love 
 
AHO! The genuine guru’s sagacity 
and great skill are so wonderful— 
the two are indivisible from the native state, 
nonreferential, and unsurpassable 
 
With all characteristics complete 
and free of the two extremes, 
this couple is the nature of all that is, 
but always manifests without a nature 
 
The Luminosity Song (Maitrīpa) 
 
There is no bondage through things that don’t arise or cease   
They appear to the deluded in the three realms without freedom  
Their root, which is mind as such, has the nature 
of all kinds of delusion, that much is sure 
If the nature of beginningless delusion is scrutinized,   
it will not be found, you can count on that 
 
What is the seeing of all things primordially unborn?   
Think about who would be born, cease, and be bound   
Their root, which is mind as such, has the nature 
of all kinds of delusion, that much is sure 
If the nature of beginningless delusion is scrutinized,   
it will not be found, you can count on that 
 
The master says that mind resembles the stainless sky   
It is the nature of threefold existence of this kind    
Their root, which is mind as such, has the nature 



of all kinds of delusion, that much is sure 
If the nature of beginningless delusion is scrutinized,   
it will not be found, you can count on that 
 
The nature of nonthought is reached   through self-aware experience 
Why would the luminous nature be dulled down through delusion?  
Their root, which is mind as such, has the nature 
of all kinds of delusion, that much is sure 
If the nature of beginningless delusion is scrutinized,   
it will not be found, you can count on that 
 
The Path of Mahāmudrā (Padmāvalī) 
 
Do not cultivate  remedies in your mind!     
This is the ultimate,   ungrasped in the mind! 
On this path here   of mahāmudrā 
that is the mind’s   utter nonengagement, 
do not be attached   to hopes for a fruition!     
do not cling at all   to expecting results!     
 
If you superimpose   onto true reality, 
nobody conveys   the glorious mahāyāna! 
On this path here  of mahāmudrā 
that is the mind’s   utter nonengagement, 
all these three realms   are just mahāmudrā, 
samaya and maṇḍala circles   self-established, hey! 
 
On this path here  of mahāmudrā 
that is the mind’s   utter nonengagement, 
this’s the nonduality   of buddhas and all beings 
These are the victors’   qualities beyond thought 
 
On this path here  of mahāmudrā 
that is the mind’s   utter nonengagement, 
mind’s basic nature   that’s not bound or free 
lacks a space between — do not purify it! 
As for mind’s basic nature   pure on its own from the start, 
don’t hope to attain it   through conceptual meditation! 
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